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plastic plant pot
plans to replace the traditional black
from 100 percent
with taupe. The taupe pot is made
percentage of recycled
recyclable material, with as high a
from a UK source,
polypropylene (PP) as possible, frequently
pots are already being
with little or no virgin material. These
the UK, with many
used by nurseries and retailers across
switch from black to
other retailers pledging to make the
taupe within the next two years.

their own cordless
Most of the leading brands now have
petrol in terms of price
power tool range, competing with
users the peace of
and performance, giving professional
last all day, but they are
mind that not only can the the tools
doing their bit to help lower emissions.

with the
of practice on-site and behind the scenes
Greg Bedson discovers how changes
the environmental movement
landscaping industry can help to support
Brexit, this has
Sustainability. Other than perhaps
points over the
become one of the biggest discussion
greenhouse gasses?
past few years. How can we lower
of waste sent to landfill?
How can we reduce the amount
plastic bags from
Whether it be eliminating single-use
methods of
greener
encouraging
or
the high street
across the board.
travel, changes are being encouraged
within the landscaping
But what changes are we seeing
we can make to ensure
industry? Are there changes that
we are supporting the movement?
attention at the
One area that is receiving particular
accurately, singlemoment is the ‘war-on-plastic’ or more
no denying that plastic
use, non-recyclable plastic. There’s
see today; commonly
has revolutionised the industry we
packaging and in
used for growing materials, lightweight
materials, however
the manufacture of tools and building
its drawbacks.
have
does
it
of
use
widespread
the

a business”

pots are a great choice
the UK alone. By design, black plastic
low in cost, can
for plant-growers. They are lightweight,
they prevent
survive being outside and most importantly,

plants.
light from reaching the roots of the
and garden
Although most plastic pots from nurseries
waste plastic from
centres are made almost entirely from
cannot cope with
car manufactures, the kerbside recycling
other re-processers.
the black plastic pots, nor can most
struggle to
This is because standard sorting machines
colour the pots which
detect the carbon pigment used to
and are sent off to
subsequently get categorised as waste

suggests Daren.
client meetings,
“Smarter use of transport to attend
LED lighting, which
insulating your premises or installing
or invest in your own
generates less wattage and lasts longer
solar panels.”
source of renewable energy, including

landfill or incineration.
the industry and in
This is a problem recognised within
(HTA) announced
2018 The Horticultural Trades Association
Trades Association

Battery powers forward
the appeal for a greener
So what other areas are affected by
we discussed
future? In June’s edition of the Landscaper,
viable option for those
whether plug-in vehicles are yet a
our vans that are putting
within the industry, but it’s not just
use of petrol power tools
a drain on the earths resources. The
is also an issue that needs examining.
by the Union
A report carried out in the United States
a petrol lawn mower
of Concerned Scientists, found that
amount of pollutants
running for one hour emits the same
for the same amount of
as eight new cars driving at 55 mph
high emission tools were
time. Until recently however, these
The good news for
the only viable option for professionals.
pots, the issue has
our planet is that as with plastic plant
has started to change.
been acknowledged and the trend
Flower’s planted - now what to do

“Companies can operate more
sustainability behind the
scenes in the daily of running
‘on-site’ but
So there’s some changes already happening
of the industry?
what about the work behind the scenes
of Landscape Industry’s
According to the British Association
manager, Darren
(BALI) Marketing and Communication
can also be addressed
Taylor, the daily running of a business
explains how companies
in terms of a greener future and he
to operate more
and individuals could be doing more
sustainability in all aspects of the business.
producing
“Just some of the ways could include
inks and FSC
promotional literature using chemical-free
them at all,”
compliant paper sources, or not producing

Plastic plant pots
emerged that as many as
According to a study in 2018, it has
thrown away every year in
half a billion plastic plant pots are

Taupe Pot (picture credit: Horticultural
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Environmental workshops
on launching
In the coming year, BALI is also planning
towards a more
a series of strategic actions, working
offering guidance for
environmentally friendly future by
members to educative workshops.
taking steps
There are also other trade associations
The British and
towards a more sustainable future.
(BIGGA) have
International Golf Greenkeepers Association
sustainability expert
employed a dedicated ecologist and
and other
James Hutchinsion to advise Greenkeepers
more sustainable and
industry bodies on how to become
holistic in their approach.
James talks about
Speaking to the Landscaper Magazine,
to see. “The biggest
some of the differences he is starting
allowing rough to
thing I’ve seen is golf courses are now
grow in,” he says.
mow from wall to
“Previously golf courses would just
that golf courses have
wall. I think it's only the past five years
on fuel and man hours,
allowed the rough to grow in - saving
and wildlife.”
as well as encouraging more ecology

with the pots

July 2019
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About us
More than a magazine...
The Landscaper is the UK’s leading monthly magazine for professional landscapers. Spanning the entire
Landscape industry, readers are responsible for the design, construction, installation and maintenance of:

• Urban gardens and patios
• Parks and leisure areas
• Fencing and decking

• Golf courses
& sports pitches
• Public contracts
• Street furniture

• Lawns and borders
• Lighting
• Playgrounds

• Water features
• Irrigation
• Ponds & Pools

The Landscaper is read by proprietors of large, medium and small landscaping firms, landscape
contractors, greenkeepers, groundsmen, local council specifiers, landscape designers and architects,
arborists and horticulturists.
 www.landscapermagazine.com has 52,717 visits per annum and 865,975 hits per annum
 The e-newsletter has 3,502 subscribers and 28.6% open rate.
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State of the art technology for
Landscape Professionals
gathered on a windy March day
Maggie Walsh and fellow trade journalists
Gloucestershire, to test run some of
at Westonbirt Arboretum, near Tetbury
STIHL’s latest products
off their latest range
The STIHL team were keen to show
reveal the latest in
of battery powered cordless tools,
petrol range and
technological developments in their
is to come out from
tease us with snippets of what more
end of the year.
the German manufactures for the
latest offering
First off we took hold of the company’s
C-E, designed with
in performance blowers. The BR 800
authorities in mind,
professional landscapers and local
80cc STIHL 4-MIX®
produces a blowing force of 41N. The
a 2-stroke model and
engine runs on a fuel-oil mix just like
of 4-stroke
compromises
the
without
offers the benefits
more power, added
power. It provides fast acceleration,
to complete
torque, and lower noise during operation
the engine offers
jobs quickly and more easily. In addition,
efficiency.
reduced emissions and increased fuel
while wearing it,
Furthermore the blower can be started
side of the machine,
with the handy starting system on the
choke reset and a switch
and it also benefits from an automatic
always ‘On’, ensuring that
position on the control handle that is
800 C-E with ease.
the professional user can start the BR
backpack
ergonomic
an
has
also
The intuitive design,
shoulder straps for
carrying system including S-shaped
Additionally, the BR 800
maximum comfort when wearing.
technology that
C-E incorporates STIHL’s anti vibration
engine, allowing
reduces feedback from the machine’s
tool for extended
professionals to comfortably use the
periods of time.

www.collingwoodlighting.com
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For editorial and/or
advertising enquires
contact Maggie Walsh on 07787 555 798
or email maggie.walsh@sheengate.co.uk

first chainsaw with electronic
The new STIHL MS 500i is the world’s
power-to-weight ratio
fuel injection and never-before achieved

of the saw to a
light bar, keeping the overall weight
minimum and optimising its balance.
Fine Cut
in producing
And for professionals who take pride
its range of
the finest of cuts, STIHL has expanded

655 RS is a rear
high-performance mowers. The RM
split, driven
roller mower, which has a single speed,
striping effect, as
rear metal roller for a great quality
borders easier.
well as making manoeuvring around
to three
The mono-comfort handlebar is adjustable
the most
find
to
different heights allowing users
catcher box
suitable setting and to access the grass
more easily.
cutting height
Offering full flexibility, the desired
a single, sprungcan be precisely adjusted thanks to
of the housing,
loaded lever on the left-hand side
the blade when
whilst the Blade Brake Clutch stops
can empty
the mower is stationary, meaning users
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Chainsaw for the future
offering is the
For forestry professionals, STIHL’s latest
this is the world’s first
MS 500i. Available from May 2019,
fuel injection and a
chainsaw with electronically controlled
ratio.
never-before achieved power-to-weight
technology
injection
STIHL
the
6.2kg,
Weighing only
torque, but also
provides the chainsaw with incredible
chain from 0 to 100
ensures rapid acceleration of the saw
km/h in just 0.25 seconds.
is class leading,
Although light in weight, its performance
chainsaw is suited to
with 5.0 kW/ 6.8 hp, meaning this this
felling large stands and timber harvesting.
design optimisations,
Together with the many additional
comfort. Low
there is a substantial increase in operator
forces provides
vibration and the reduction of gyroscopic
professional saw with
the 80 cm³-class high-performance
a particular advantage
dynamic manoeuvrability, which is
big timber
during limbing. This makes the professional
- from felling to
harvester easy to handle in all disciplines
cutting timber to length.
behaviour and
The MS 500i has exceptional starting
from startup. The 80
provides optimum engine power right
since the fuel
carburettor,
a
need
not
does
cc 2-Mix engine
automatically adapts
metering is done using a sensor, and
no matter what the
to the different operating conditions,
altitude and ambient temperature.
of 20” or 25” ES
The MS 500i is available with a choice
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To reach the sales team email
email landscaper@sheengate.co.uk

Readership and Circulation

Testimonials

Each copy of The Landscaper is read by nearly four landscaping professionals, meaning
advertisers can potentially reach over 22,000** industry professionals every month.
Key industry sectors which receive print and digital copies of the magazine:
Registered members of BALI (British Association of Landscape Industries): A trade
association for all landscape professionals, supporting over 900 Registered members in the
UK and overseas.
Registered members of APL (Association of Professional Landscapers) comprises
over 300 mem-bers of accredited landscape companies who design, build and maintain
gardens throughout the UK.
Head Professional Grounds Personnel in the Sports World: Those who are
responsible for land-scape and ground maintenance of sporting facilities including
premiership clubs, major stadiums and head groundsmen and greenkeepers at golf,
cricket, tennis and equestrian venues.
Key personnel managing and maintaining grounds within local authorities and
other public sector services. Also decision makers Higher Education Establishments and
Universities responsible for the landscape and ground maintenance of their properties. This
includes those responsible for parks and other public open spaces.
Private schools: Head groundsmen at the UK’s top public schools responsible for the
maintenance of sports pitches, gardens and other recreation areas
Key members of the National Trust, Woodland Trust, English Heritage, Royal Parks
and other heritage groups responsible for landscaping projects and grounds care decisions.
Private estate managers of stately homes, country houses, conference centres, and
private sector housing developments, hotels and residential centres.

Green-Tech Ltd.
“We have been advertising in The Landscaper for well over a decade with great success.
It’s a well-respected publication within the industry and always covers current trends and
issues. It forms a big part of our media schedule each year.”
Lesley Spence, Communciations Manager

Trusted by BALI and APL
The leading trade organisations – the
British Association of Landscape
Industries (BALI) and The Association
of Professional Landscapers (APL)
– request that the magazine is sent to
their members, adding to our credibility
and standing as a leading industry
publication.

Groundsman Industries Ltd
I have advertised in many landscape and horticulture publications over the years but ‘The
Landscaper’ is the only one I consistently advertise in because they have kept a focus
on professional machinery. It is an excellent informative little publication not just pretty
pictures. Well done, keep it up!
Billy Warke, Managing Director
SCH (Supplies) Ltd
Working with The Landscaper Magazine has allowed us to grow our reach among
Landscaping professionals, and placing our brand against this magazines high quality
content helps us to achieve an excellent response rate
Sam Elliss, Marketing Manager
Tony Hawkins Associates
With excellent editorial coverage and reach in the target market, we have used The
Landscaper as part of our client schedules (including Echo-Toosl, Ariens, Terrain Aeration
Services Ltd & Weeding Technologies Ltd) for more than 16 years.
Tony Hawkins
The British Association of Landscape Industries (BALI)
“We have been supporting The Landscaper for over 15 years, as an advertiser and
contributor. The publication has a proud history of offering comprehensive editorial that
focuses on amenity, machinery and grounds maintenance, as well as regular features on
education, skills and the environment. We have always received a top rate service from
The Landscaper team and have enjoyed working on a number of projects collaboratively,
with many more to come.”
Darren Taylor, Marketing and Communications Manager
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Advertising Rates
Rates
per insertion

One insertion

Full Page Colour

Advertising Specifications
Four insertions
(less 10%)

Six insertions
(less 15%)

Eleven insertions
(less 20%)

£1,155

£1,040

£981

£924

Half Page Colour

£660

£594

£561

£528

Quarter Page Colour

£410

£369

£349

£328

Eighth Page Colour

£230

£207

£196

£184

e-Marketing
e-Newsletter
£423 (Only one sponsored slot per
newsletter)

Digital

Ad sizes
Full page			

Artwork files
170mm wide x 240mm deep

				

Type area: 150 x 220mm

Double page spread		

340mm wide x 240mm deep

				Bleed: 3mm
(All artwork measurements are
width X height)

				

Type area: 320 x 220mm*

Advertorials
Limited availability of premium R/H advertorial positions (+10%)

Mini Skyscraper - Appears on ALL pages Size 120x240 pixels

Half page landscape		

150mm wide x 108mm deep

Media Agencies
A 10% commission for new business introduced to the publishing house is offered to agents on agreement

£242 per month - minimum of three months
booking in advance.

Half page portrait		

73mm wide x 219mm deep

Quarter page			

73mm wide x 108mm deep

Classified ad			

1 column width: 35mm

				

2 column width: 73mm

Design & Production Charges
1/8 page: £80 | 1/4 page: £80 | 1/2 page: £100 | 1 page: £135

Banner Advert - Appears on ALL pages
Size 468x60 pixels
£302 per month - minimum of three months
booking in advance.

* Allow a 20mm gutter in the centre of the ad
Classified Display Adverts
Rates
£22 + VAT per single column centimetre (minimum 2cm)

MPU (Square) - Appears on ALL pages
Size 250x250 pixels
£330 per month - minimum of three months
booking in advance.
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 Landscaper prefers material to be supplied as a high resolution digital PDF file.
The
Please send all artwork to landscaper@sheengate.co.uk



lease name your file as the company or product you are selling. All artwork will be
P
printed in CMYK process colours. Please ensure that any images you use are converted
to CMYK (and have a resolution of at least 300dpi) before exporting your PDF file.



e can also provide a design service for you. This may incurr an extra cost depending
W
on the type of artwork that is required. This service would require you to provide us with
images, logos and copy details. Contact landscaper@sheengate.co.uk for more details.



o that all required links on our digital version are live, please ensure PDFs supplied have
S
URLs, social media addresses and email addresses set as “live” when saving the PDF for
print. Please check the “include bookmarks and hyperlinks” button in the “General” panel
as you create the PDF artwork.

				Bleed: 3mm

Special Positions
Outside Back Cover: £1,502 | Inside Front Cover: £1,444 | Inside Back Cover: £1,386

Loose Inserts
Cost per 1,000: £POA



For editorial and/or
advertising enquires
contact Maggie Walsh on 07787 555 798
or email maggie.walsh@sheengate.co.uk

Copy date


9 days prior to publication

Cancellations


ancellations must be in writing 6 weeks prior to print deadline. Please contact our sales
C
department for full T&C.

To reach the sales team email
email landscaper@sheengate.co.uk
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Contact us
Editorial
Editor: Maggie Walsh
Maggie.walsh@sheengate.co.uk
Tel: 07787 555798
Advertising
Email: landscaper@sheengate.co.uk
Tel: 0208 939 5600
Design & Production
Grant Lucas
grant@lucas-studio.co.uk
Tel: 01386 750412
Distribution & Subscription
Maggie Walsh
Maggie.walsh@sheengate.co.uk
0208 939 5600

www.landscapermagazine.com

Sheengate Publishing
Unit A4, Kingsway Business Park, Oldfield Road,
Hampton, Middlesex TW12 2HD
www.sheengate.co.uk
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